
1 Introduction

The research idea is to develop working computer system (cybernetic cognitive model or
“cognitive machine”) for natural language concepts’ understanding and test it in World
Wide Web as a “subspace” of reality. Such research would be of transdisciplinary nature
uniting ideas, taken from cognitive science and psychology, philosophy of science and
mind, cybernetics and information theory, artificial intelligence, computer science and
logic, system dynamics, semiotics, neuroscience, connectomics and probably other fields.

All people have working systems, part of which I want to design - human brain/mind.
Despite such a good example at hand, we have three inherent problems in reverse engi-
neering it:

(1) one problem is that, despite huge amount of research and collected information, we
are only scratching a surface of how it works;

(2) the other is that we do not have adequate computational tools / capacities to simulate
neural processes (internal informational processes);

(3) the third is related to reality (external informational processes). It is possible to think
of reality as a state space representation, and humans as natural (versus artificial)
agents acting in this space. There are two options when creating/building an artificial
agent:

(a) design perceptional systems for mapping / interacting with reality or

(b) design simplified reality (= reduced state space) so that no complicated percep-
tion and reality “mapping” machinery is needed.

Option (a) bumps into a problem of huge computational capacities (apart from in-
complete understanding of cognitive models) which are needed for life in “full” reality.
Option (b) simplifies everything to the level where neither an “artificial agent” nor
an “artificial reality” have any relation to their “real” counterparts.

It seems, that the way out of this dead-end could be found by choosing or combining
three strategies:

(i) create simple artificial organisms, which adequately simulate real ones using existing
computational capacities (which means forgetting about higher levels of cognition
for some time);

(ii) model / simulate only certain separate functions of human cognitive capabilities;

(iii) choose a subspace of “real” reality for trying out artificial agents (versus creation
of simplified state spaces).

Of course, one always has an alternative of sticking to proof-of-the-concept research and
waiting for better computers. Nevertheless, this research proposal is based on following
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combination of (ii) and (iii) strategies: model only natural language understanding capa-
bilities (search, extraction, learning, concept creation and classification), implement the
model in artificial agents and test it using World Wide Web as subspace of reality.

The other interesting option could testing a cognitive model in artificial life system
(e.g. Second Life) by designing some sort of AI bot (in a vein of Zabaware’s Ultra Hal
[Zabaware2010]). This option is a combination of (a) and (b) ways of dealing with reality.

The difference between proposed research and current natural language processing
technologies is reliance on theoretical cognitive model, which, hopefully, could serve as a
basis for further enhancements, eventually leading to artificial agents acting in broader
parts of reality.

It could be said that the project would attempt to join two modes of thinking: (a)
cybernetic, where people first try to understand precisely what they are doing (develop
cognitive model, representational structure, etc.); and (b) “computer scientific”, which
essentially is trying out as many computational algorithms as possible and finding the
one that works best in a given situation. Looking from the evolutionary perspective,
mode (b) sounds compatible to the principle of “vicarious selector”, whereas mode (a) is
an attempt to guess what Nature / God encoded into “innate” mind / brain structures.

Genetic encoding of certain information (brain structures) seems to be an effective
way to freeze structures developed through ages of evolution. The remaining plasticity of
the brain provides just enough freedom for adjustment to changing environment. Theo-
retically, if it would be possible to repeat evolution, some or another intelligent structures
would emerge (actually, even this is questionable as scientists wrestle over the question
weather humanity evolved as inevitability or as an accident). Yet the obvious problem
of computational expensiveness of the process makes it impossible. But, obviously, one
needs at least some understanding about those structures in order to design artificial
agent, “living” in the same state space representation (“reality”) as humans. Integra-
tion of transdisciplinary knowledge about mind / brain in all levels could be seen as a
reduction of search space for such “innate” structures.

2 Description

The most convenient way to describe a task of proposed research is to break the goal into
two parts - “broad task” and “specific task”.

2.1 ’Broad task’

The broad task is to create theoretical cognitive model for structuring experience (more
or less accidental events). This task mostly corresponds to two processes: 1 - [literature
review, idea generation, general principles] and 2 - [developing a theoretical framework].
It is “broad”, because should lead to development of general models and techniques for
concept understanding and natural language processing.
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2.2 ’Specific task’

Specific task is a methodological requirement of action research, which requires an explicit
and well formulated goal. Specific task of the research would correspond also to two
processes: 3 - [computational algorithm’s development] and 4 - [testing and evaluation].

The specificity of the task is related mainly to testing and evaluation strategy. There
are three options for specific task of this project:

i. one option would be to continue my previous research and to develop a working
system for automatic coding of the text for qualitative data analysis. The task of
that research was related to extraction of different opinions from interview texts
according to predefined information matrix (see “History and Inspiration” on for
more details);

ii. the other option is more related to ECCO and would be to find, extract, classify
and (maybe) reason with cybernetic concepts, using existing Principia Cybernetica
Web as a “seed knowledge” for the model; in case of success, such system should be
able to propose new concepts (or alternative views of existing ones) for inclusion into
existing PCW concept hierarchy;

iii. the last option would be development of artificial bot for life in artificial life system,
such as Second Life (http://secondlife.com/).

2.3 Preliminary ideas: theoretical framework of the cognitive
model

This section contains my preliminary ideas about a theoretical framework which could
become a basis for cognitive model and serve as starting point of the research.

i. The most primitive element of cognitive machinery (or mind/brain) is association.
Association is a relation between two perceived events. If assumed that events are
objective reality, then association is an elementary unit of representation of re-
ality/world in the mind/brain. So association connects intension with extension
([Heylighen1999]).

ii. The general organizing principle of cognitive machinery is abstraction (also can be
called categorization, generalization). Abstraction can be viewed as a metasystem
transition: “the metasystem transition creates a higher level of organization, the
metalevel in relation to the level of organization of the subsystems being integrated”
[Turchin1977].

iii. The process of abstraction (or metasystem transition) results in what could be called
concept hierarchy [Turchin1977], structural differential [Korzybski1948] or ontology.
Structurally, cognitive machinery is an intertwined network/system of concept hi-
erarchies (semantic network). In case of the brain it is a synaptic network between
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neurons. Taken as a whole, the network is immensely complicated, but in principle
could be segregated into individual concept hierarchies. The whole semantic network
represents cumulated experience of an organism/cognitive machinery, but individual
concept hierarchy represents only one aspect of it.

iv. Semantic network is never given or static, but rather develops in time. Development
is influenced by initial structural and functional constraints (called “innate” brain
structures in cognitive science) and temporally ordered external stimulation (called
“experience”). The main underlying principle of the development is teleological -
the goal is to create a model of reality, allowing the “owner” of cognitive machinery
(i.e. organism) to achieve higher level goals (e.g. survive, experience pleasure, etc.).
But, experience and perception at certain point in time are active processes, de-
pendant on past experience (or “nurtured” constraints) [Bandler and Grinder1975],
[Dennett1993]. So development is a nonlinear process, based on the principle of
“downward causality” [Popper2001]: people build their models of reality according
to experience, but their perception (and, hence, experience) is guided by their models
of reality.

Concepts, such as “psychological trauma”, “life’s scenario” (E. Berne) and psy-
chotherapeutic theory/practice (as a tool for changing human models of reality, hence
their experience and behavior) seem to be based on the idea of mind/brain as a feed-
back structure.

v. Cybernetic system can be diagrammed (and hence, analysed) structurally or function-
ally ([Turchin1977]). Structural view is given in iii above. One way to represent cogni-
tive machinery functionally is to use nested T-O-T-E diagrams ([Dilts and Delozier2000]).
Extremely simplified and schematic example of such diagram, inspired by [Gilbert2004],
is given in Picture 1. The diagram can also be understood as “control hierarchy” or
“the hierarchy of goal and plans” ([Turchin1977]). The other idea is that process of
the control hierarchy’s development is very similar to the development of structure
(discussed in iv).

vi. Structural and functional representations of the system are just different projections
of the same entity. They are clearly linked, but formal relationship between these
two representations is difficult to define. One possible direction to explore could be
an idea that systems are attracted to the state of lowest energy level (homeostasis).
The point of attraction is somehow determined by the “structure of experience”.
Another direction, chosen in this research proposal, is explained through the rest of
this section.

vii. Picture 2 is an attempt to visualise the relation between structure and function of
the cognitive machinery. The play takes place in reality / environment (indicated by
brown fuzzy limit in the picture), which is explored by two agents, having their own
cognitive machineries (blue spheres). Each agent has its own experience of dealing
with environment (=external light blue spheres S1 and S1’). In case of humans, S1
and S1’ could probably be equated to unconsciousness. Experience can be understood
as a form of matasystem transition (simplification/control of reality). S1/S1’ include
complete, yet inconsistent, information about agents’ experience.
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Picture 1: TOTE diagram of “Why people are happy?”

Picture 2: Cognitive machinery as a memorised search path for optimal sequence of
metasystem transitions for structuring the reality
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S2 and S2’ can be compared to pre-consciousness (in Freudian theory: memories
or feelings that are not part of one’s immediate awareness but that can be recalled
through conscious effort). It is a result of the metasystem transition from S1/S1’ and
constitutes to incomplete, but more consistent representation of previuous sphere
(indicated by darker blue color in the picture).

S3 and S3’ can be compared to consciousness and is made of very incomplete rep-
resentations which make only small parts of S2/S2’. But these representations are
perfectly consistent, which makes them suitable for logical reasoning. S3/S3’ can be
said to be single and simplified aspect of reality (hence, S1/S1’ and S2/S2’).

Processes which turn reality (R) into S1/S1’, S1/S1’ into S2/S2’ and S2/S2’ into
S3/S3’ are shown as arrows, indicating paths from unstructured reality to consistent
structure. These paths, if formalised, are functional aspects of the system. They
could be expressed in a form of nested T-O-T-E diagrams (Picture 1) or (maybe)
formalised in a form of morphisms ([Heylighen1999]).

There is also active evolutionary/vicarious selection principle, which works in all
phases:

• In Phase 1 (R→ S1/S1’) there is a competition between generation of cognitive
machines for carrying out some task (depends on the definition of the problem
- could be survival, extraction of certain information, etc.);

• In Phase 2 (S1/S1’→ S2/S2’) there is a competition between different versions of
the processes leading to reduced representations (S2/S2’) of experience (S1/S1’).
The winning process is the one which best satisfies a fitness function. S2/S2’
consist of information about all representations, produced by cognitive machine
through its “life”.

• In Phase 3 (S2/S2’ → S3/S3’) there is a competition between all stored rep-
resentations for representing particular aspect of reality (or for carrying out
particular task at hand). Again, winner is determined by a fitness function
(probably fuzzy);

All three phases may have different fitness functions, but all of them would be ex-
pressed as a combined measure of completeness and consistency. Above ideas are
also related to the field of memetics and idea of consciousness as a “pandemonium
of agents” ([Dennett1993]).

viii. Therefore, cognitive machine could be defined as a container of:

• information about S1(S1’), S2(S2’) and S3(S3’) (“structural memory”);

• information about paths and their phases (“functional/procedural memory”);

• information about initial structural / functional constraints and procedural
knowledge (“genetic code”);

In order to complete the picture, we can take Schopenhauer’s formula “for all that
exists” [Turchin1997]:

World = Will + Representation (1)
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and substitute Environment for World, Goal for Will and Cognitive machine for
Representation to have:

Environment = Goal + CognitiveMachine (2)

or even better
CognitiveMachine = Environment−Goal (3)

which means that we cannot define (also model, design, etc.) cognitive machine
without defining its goal and its environment. Well, and in order to render it “alive”,
we probably need some energy.

The formula (1) can be applied to evolution (leading to species), development (leading
to individual organism), acting in the world (leading to experience) and rationalising
experience (leading to thinking). The goal of developing computational algorithms (next
subsection) is to formalize the formula (3) so that it would be empirically testable.

2.4 Preliminary ideas: Computational algorithms

Squeezing the theoretical framework into formal structures and algorithms would proba-
bly be the most difficult part of the research. Main task of this part would be to find a
computational algorithm to perform a metasystem transition.

In my view, domains of logic and knowledge representation, which should be explored
first in search for formalization of the “cognitive machine”, are hybrid logics, modal logics,
automatic model checking, Kripke structures, logic engineering, etc. because:

• Experience can be understood as a set of atomic propositions (associations be-
tween events). Simple (but probably huge) undirected graph would be a possible
representation structure.

• Hierarchies of concepts can be imagined as an undirected graph, joining atomic
propositions into concepts in several levels (picture below is taken from [Turchin1977]).
Such hierarchies / graphs could be constructed using simple classification algo-
rithms.

• The problem with simple classification algorithms is that one usually has to set
some exogenous parameters for them to work. Autonomous cognitive machine
has to search for these parameters itself. This is a combinatorial search problem,
feared by everybody, but evolution and development are exactly such problems.
Every child faces it, when she/he tries to learn to walk, recognize faces and objects
and, eventually, reason. Yet the human mind/brain, despite being the best known
cognitive machine, is not able to cope adequately with these tasks without external
help of nurturing, parenting, mentoring, etc. Even constraints in a form of “innate”
cognitive structures do not do the whole job. Such external help could be formalized
as hypotheses about exogenous parameters for classification and, also, “proposals”
for sequence of metasystem transitions needed for formation of concept hierarchies
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Picture 3: Hierarchy of classifiers

(Picture 2). Therefore, the development process could be compared to the process of
bootstrapping, which uses “external help” as a seed. Yet it covers not only seeding
initial knowledge into “blank and innocent” cognitive machine and waiting for it
to become a genius, but also steering it through the process, providing additional
information when needed. For humans, this would be called parenting. For artificial
cognitive machines it would be the process of active learning ([Moens2006]).

• Obviously, for the cognitive machine to develop, external knowledge is not enough:
the machine has to be able to construct and check hypotheses by itself. This could
be done by employing a model checking algorithm for the search for propositional
logic formulas, partially satisfying cognitive machine’s experience (represented by
an undirected graph or similar structure).

• Additionally, fuzzy constraint satisfaction or production rules algorithm may be im-
plemented for finding “best” formulas, thus implementing evolutionary / vicarious
selection principle.

• Totality of these rules would define an internal logic of a cognitive machine, which
could be compared to a character traits of a person ([Adler2003]). Every cognitive
machine, developed in this way, will have somewhat different internal logic. Ade-
quacy of internal logic can be evaluated by simply allowing cognitive machines to
perform some task in some environment (see next subsection “Process 4: Testing
and evaluation”).

• The last but not the least, having internal logic of the cognitive machine in a form
of a set of propositional formulas allows to do inference with them (using proof
calculus, automated theory proving, or similar methods). Such an inference would
mean reasoning.

Result of the process should be a fully functional computer system. Most of the ideas
outlined above are related to the methods and algorithms which are actively researched by
the artificial intelligence and computer science communities, therefore should be available
for testing and incorporating into the system.
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2.5 Preliminary ideas: Testing and evaluation

As mentioned in the introduction, my proposal is to test and evaluate the system using
text as a reduced reality state space. Speaking metaphorically, the idea is to populate
the “textual part of reality” by artificial agents (= cognitive machines developed), define
fitness criteria and allow them to develop and evolve. There are two reasons why I would
like to use text as environment for evolution. The first is due to my prior experience with
the text analysis (both my master theses research of 2007 and 2009 were closely related
to the text/content analysis) and because I can see its wide practical applicability. The
other reason is that every text can have many meanings, which make it similar to “real”
reality. The exact meaning attributed to the text depends not only on the text itself,
but on the goal/attitude of the reader. This is an approach of deconstruction, which
maintains that text holds several contradictory meanings which could be revealed by
changing “point of view”. The same can be said about reality: interpretation of reality
depends on the goal (or “point of view”) of the agent living in that reality.

Therefore, World Wide Web is an ideal environment for such testing and evalua-
tion. Additionally, there exists a lot of tools for structuring the information of World
Wide Web, including machine dictionaries, semantic dictionaries (like WordNet), Seman-
tic Web technologies (e.g. Linked Data, OpenCalais) and many others, which could be
incorporated into the system.
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